INNOVATIVE POOL MANAGEMENT
made by BEHNCKE GmbH

We give our best to your pool — that is aquavision® pool management by
BEHNCKE. Highly precise technology, particularly high-quality components, innovative filter technology and minimised use of chemicals
combine into an innovative pool management bundle solution.
Fine-tuned to the requirements and needs of our customers,
BEHNCKE GmbH is your one-stop shop:
Control unit, water filtration with particularly effectively used water
treatment products, measurement technology and numerous other
components make the aquavision® pool management system the ideal
solution for existing and aspiring swimming pool owners. In addition,
the coordinated parts facilitate installation and maintenance.

aquavision® BASIC
The complete bundle for all those looking for an innovative water treatment
system for their private pool. Crystal-clear water with permanently minimal
use of chlorine turns your private pool into a great water experience.

Water treatment

Integrated parts

Pool heating

Dehumidification

Pool cleaning

Pool + accessories

PVC fittings + pipes

Your local retailer

aquavision® BASIC
We give our best to your pool

OUR RECOMMENDATION: As an alternative to the 6-way valve and the Deluxe 13 filter pump (DRESDEN2 filter
system), order the Besgo 1 1/2 rod valve and the Deluxe ECO VS circulation pump as an upgrade and benefit
from optimum energy consumption.
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aquavision
BASIC bundle
®

Innovative
water trea
tment
system at
a TOP pric
e.

Consists of DRESDEN2 filter system,
BEHNCKE Control 1.3 and Splash Control bundle.

€ 6,864.70

*

UPGRADE
Filter technology

Supplementary
accessories

As an alternative to the 6-way valve and the Deluxe 13 filter
pump from the BASIC bundle (DRESDEN2 filter system), you
can install a Besgo 1 1/2 rod valve (automatic backwashing,
improved operating safety) and a Deluxe ECO VS circulation
pump (frequency-controlled).

€ 1,105.00*
€ 82.00*

DRESDEN² filter system
600mm diameter

AFM filter material (bio-resistant)
6-way valve
Speck Deluxe 13 filter pump

Active catalytic oxidation ACO

Active SMART cleaning robot

20L, can be combined with all constellations
only in open-air pools. ACO protects the chlorine
from photo oxidation and reduces your
chlorine need b
 y up to 30%.

Ideal for all private pools up to 12–15m long,
Active SMART cleans all pool areas (floor).

FlocDos APP bundle

Swimming pool control unit
BEHNCKE Control 1.3

20L APF (enough for approx.
1 pool season)

Can be fully operated using
our own smartphone app.

FlocDos pump

Besgo 1 1/2 rod valve and
Deluxe ECO VS circulation pump
Besgo 1 1/2“ rod valve
(automatic backwashing, improved operating safety)

Splash Control bundle

2 storage troughs

+

€ 847.00*

Surcharge on BASIC bundle

Deluxe ECO VS circulation pump
(frequency-controlled)

pH / redox
Measurement and control
technology pH / redox

ZPM 2“

+

€ 1,767.00*

Niveau bundle
Niveau float gauge 20m

Surcharge on BASIC bundle

Solenoid valve 1/2“ + fitting

1 canister pH liquid
1 canister CL liquid

* All prices incl. applicable VAT

+
* All prices incl. applicable VAT

€ 365.00*

Surcharge on BASIC bundle

